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Britain is proud of its tradition of producing a safe haven for people 

fleeting (sic) persecution and conflict.  From Life in the United Kingdom: 

A journey to citizenship ( UK Home Office, 2005) 

 

This quote at the beginning of the novel sets the scene. We immediately sense the 

lack of respect and priority given to asylum seekers by the Home Office. 

 

The Other Hand is part thriller, part social commentary and part analysis of the human 

spirit, all mixed together with a subtle humour, pathos, horror and a glimpse of the 

complexity of everyday life.  

 

We‘re challenged to think about refugees, especially asylum seekers, isolation, 

relationships, sacrifice and courage. How would we have responded if confronted with 

the horrific choice Sarah and Andrew are asked to make on a Nigerian beach? We just 

don’t know the answer. Sarah doesn’t stop to think about it, but Andrew does and feels 

that he fails. Andrew‘s hand is „the other hand“ of the title.  

 

Two main female characters share the narration of The Other Hand in alternating 

chapters; Little Bee, a young Nigerian refugee and Sarah, a wife, mother and successful 

editor of a women’s magazine. In very different voices but still easy to follow styles - the 

flow of past and present events gradually reveal the true nature of their relationship and 

the depth of their experiences both together and individually. 

 

Sarah‘s marriage isn’t working. She‘s been having an affair. In a desperate bid to save 

her marriage; she takes up an offer of a free holiday in Nigeria for her and her husband. 

But they don’t realise how dangerous going to Nigeria might be. They wander innocently 

out of the safety of the hotel compound only to encounter Little Bee and her sister on a 

beach about to be raped and killed by oil rebels. The rebels challenge Sarah and Andrew 

- giving them a bizarre choice. A finger for a life. Sarah is brave enough to cut off her 

finger to save Little Bee‘s life. Her husband Andrew cannot follow her example and the 

girls are dragged away by the rebels. It’s assumed that both girls have been killed. But at 

least Sarah did what she could.  

 

The shockwaves from this event move through their lives with dire consequences. 

Andrew never recovers from his sense of failure and plunges into a deep depression. He 

finally kills himself when he imagines he has seen Little Bee in the garden – he is 

haunted day and night by guilt - and her ghost seems to be tormenting him. But she is 

real. 

 



Having witnessed the barbaric rape and murder of her sister, Little Bee has miraculously 

survived and stowed away on a boat to England. She clings to the hope that Sarah and 

Andrew will help her. She found Andrew’s driving licence with his address on the beach 

and intends to find her way to their home in Kingston on Thames. They are the only 

people she knows in England. 

 

On her arrival, she is questioned by immigration officers and then spends two years in a 

detention centre for asylum seekers. It is as grim as a prison. The injustice of locking 

away innocent and traumatised asylum seekers is shocking. They are treated as 

criminals.This practice seems to be commonplace across Europe. We discussed how 

important it is to make people aware of the difference between asylum seekers and illegal 

economic migrants. Public perception ( encouraged by the tabloid press) tends to merge 

the two together. In the UK asylum seekers make up only 5% of the immigrant 

population. They desperately need our help yet are treated so cruelly. Many are too 

traumatised to talk about their experiences. They are put in a situation where they have to 

prove their right to stay in England but many of them are unable to describe what has 

happened to them. Specialist counselling is desperately needed. 

 

There are some very moving and realistic cameos of other women locked up with Little 

Bee. Images of women still determined to make the best of themselves despite the 

horrors they have experienced. Yvette, fashionable in her matching purple dress and flip-

flops, that she has taken years to find from donated jumbles of clothes and the woman in 

the yellow sari with a deep scar on her neck. Little Bee reminds us that scars are beautiful 

- they are signs of survival.  

 

Little Bee often addresses the girls back home - like a Greek chorus - giving us the 

opportunity to see our society through fresh eyes. She spends her time in the centre 

learning the Queen’s English. Her Nigerian English will mark her out as an immigrant. 

She’s convinced that command of the English language will give her power. And it does. 

Briefly. „How dare you?“ she says to the police, when they ask for her ID. For a moment, 

the policeman hesitates but then is angry at what he believes is a black girl’s 

impertinence. 

 

Capable of moving us to tears, the story is at times beautiful and also quite humorous. 

Chris Cleave explores many emotions, so that each character and event brings together a 

range of feelings and thoughts that flow naturally into the next scene. Little Bee is a 

marvellous character - a survivor - yet we share her fear in every situation. Her first 

thought is always how can she escape or kill herself „ if the men come.“ Her fellow 

refugees in the detention centre all started their tragic stories „ then the men came and 

they….“ 

 

Charlie, Sarah and Andrew‘s four year old son, charges around dressed as Batman, sure 

that he can beat the baddies. His Batman costume is lke a security blanket - he refuses to 



wear anything else. We felt really sorry for him, caught up in the middle of his 

parents‘ battles and then having to cope with the death of his father. Surely more people 

should have been there to help him? We puzzled over the lack of friends and family to 

give him support. His nursery is a cold and unwelcoming place - even Little Bee can see 

that. It reminds her of her detention centre. The scene of him jumping into his father’s 

grave is heart-rending. Sarah has told him his daddy has gone to heaven. Can the coffin 

really be heaven? Charlie believes that he has special powers to save his father. 

 

The horror of the funeral is lessened  by some amusing comments about the congregation. 

Sarah looks around to see her whole address book is dressed in black and has been 

exported into pews in non alphabetical order. Classsified in some unwritten protocol of 

grief, blood relatives ghoulishly close to the coffin, old girlfriends in a reluctant cluster 

near the font at the back.  

 

It‘s a novel of grief and grieving, but it is also a celebration of life and the resilience of 

the human spirit. In addition to Little Bee and Sarah, other characters are also damaged 

on many levels, yet an overall sense of triumph and strength in the face of tragedy and 

corruption remains. 

 

We considered not only the plight of refugees, but also the plight of individuals isolated 

from those around them through their own emotions, experiences and the stress of 

everyday life. The challenge to live a life of meaning and purpose in the western world 

where modern life is so often superficial and commercialised is one of many ideas put 

forward through the experiences of the central characters. 

 

It is difficult to not come away changed by the story of Sarah and Little Bee. The Other 

Hand is a book that gives us the desire to be different and to make a difference. Perhaps 

this is what keeps us turning the pages despite the challenging images and events that 

unfold. It is a novel of bold themes balanced with subtlety and deft use of language and 

character. 

 

It leaves us yearning for the world to be a better and more equal place. Sarah and Charlie 

go with Little Bee when she is deported. Sarah wants to make a difference. She rejects 

the superficiality of her life at the magazine and determines to do her best for Little Bee. 

The open ending sees Charlie as the hope for the future - smiling and  playing with the 

other Nigerian children on the beach - speaking the same language. At last he has some 

friends of his own age. Little Bee‘s fate is left to our imagination. 

 

Highly Recommended 

 

We valued reading it and admired how Cleave had created such an entertaining 

novel on such a difficult topic. An unusual, enjoyable and very worthwhile read. 
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